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Abstract—The Precision Time Protocol (PTP) aims to provide
highly accurate and synchronized clocks. Its defining standard,
IEEE 1588, has a security section (“Annex K”) which relies
on symmetric-key secrecy. In this paper we present a detailed
threat analysis of the PTP standard, in which we highlight
the security properties that should be addressed by any se-
curity extension. During this analysis we identify a sequence
of new attacks and non-cryptographic network-based defenses
that mitigate them. We then suggest to replace Annex K’s
symmetric cryptography by an efficient elliptic-curve Public-
Key signatures. We implemented all our attacks to demonstrate
their effectiveness, and also implemented and evaluated both the
network and cryptographic defenses. Our results show that the
proposed schemes are extremely practical, and much more secure
than previous suggestions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. PTP Overview

IEEE 1588 is a standard defining the Precision Time Pro-

tocol (PTP), [10]. An initial version of the standard was

published at 2002, and a second version was later published

in 2008. PTP is aimed specifically at measurement, control

and financial applications, applications that have an increasing

need for highly accurate and synchronized clocks.

The PTP standard defines a distributed network of clocks,

called PTP nodes, that dynamically builds a master-slave

hierarchy, which collectively achieves the desired accuracy. In

addition, PTP is bidirectional, allowing each node to calculate

the unique network delay between itself and the central clock,

called the Grand Master.

One of the main novelties of PTP is the fact that the

design has provisions for the use of hardware timestamping, as

explained in [27]. From the need to reach very high accuracy

and precision, rose the need to bypass the jitter, or noise,

induced by the message passing through the network stack

in the OS. This is done using PTP-aware network interface

cards (NICs), that are able to timestamp the message in the

lowest hardware levels, just before the message is sent to the

underlying physical layer.

B. Related Work

In 2011, Mizrahi [14] suggested to make use of the known

IPSec solution, and to base the security Type-Length-Value

(TLV) extension header on it. Later on, in 2012, after the

results of [17], Kirrmann suggested a modified Annex K. His

main changes were to remove the redundant 3 way-handshake,

to update the Message Authentication Code (MAC) that is

used in the Integrity Check Value (ICV) calculation and to use

IPSec for the key distribution scheme. A proposal by Ellegaard

[6], speaks about hop-by-hop security based on the MACsec.

These proposals speak only about the means to establish a

secure transport channel between the 2 PTP nodes, regardless

of the nodes’ role in the protocol, or the protocol’s behavior.

A proposal by Fries [8], speaks mainly on the key distri-

bution scheme, and suggests to use a standard cryptographic

algorithms for the ICV calculation. Sibold/Dickerson [24]

[5] suggest using TESLA [19] for the Security Association

(SA) and to check the applications of Network Time Security

(NTS), a standard that is currently underway. While NTS

presents a new asymmetric approach, master X509 certificates,

the main use of it is for the bootstrapping of TESLA.

As we can see, the papers mainly address the key distri-

bution problem, that is not part of the original Annex K, or

suggest new ways to establish a secure channel between the

PTP nodes. We argue that one of the main design flaws in

Annex K is its inability to handle an insider threat, as will

be shown in the next sections, and the related works do not

address this issue.

Nevertheless, in [15] there is a suggestion for a new

methodology, based on a “divide and conquer” technique. In

an internal paper of the security subcommittee, [21], they

present a “four pronged approach” which suggests 4 level of

security. We chose to follow the “four pronged approach”, and

present a fully functioning Prong A, End-to-End strong source

authentication, security extension for IEEE 1588.

C. Contributions

In this paper we present a detailed threat analysis of the PTP

standard, in which we highlight the security properties that

should be addressed by any security extension. We identified

a sequence of new attacks that can be mounted against PTP,

depending on the attacker’s strength: from out-of-band net-

work attacker to corrupt insiders. We then identified network

defenses that mitigate some of the attacks: binding the clock-

IDs to the network addresses, and expanded use of message

sequence numbers to prevent spoofing and introduce session-

like semantics into the protocol. While the basic version of

these defenses is fully compatible with the PTP message

format, we suggest a small modification - to use 2 reserved
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bytes and extend the sequence ID to 32 bits - which greatly

improves the protocol’s resilience to attack.

We then suggest to replace Annex K’s symmetric cryp-

tography by an efficient elliptic-curve Public-Key signature

scheme. The proposed EdDSA signatures are only 64 bytes

long, and only need to be attached to some of the grandmaster

messages. We implemented all our attacks to demonstrate their

effectiveness, and also implemented and evaluated both the

network and cryptographic defenses. Our results show that

the proposed schemes are extremely practical, and much more

secure than previous suggestions.

Organization In the next section we introduce the main

aspects of PTP. Section 3 presents the attack scenarios and the

threat analysis. In Section 4 there are details of our proposed

security extension. We then show experimental results of our

defense mechanism, and compare it to the state of the art

security proposals. We conclude with Section 5. Full details

can be found in our technical report [9].

II. PRELIMINARIES

The PTP protocol consists of two main layers, and an

additional management layer:

1) Grandmaster election - the Best Master Clock (BMC)

algorithm

2) Time oriented messages - Sending timestamps and mea-

suring network delay

The first layer is a distributed leader election algorithm that

is being constantly calculated by all of the master-candidate

PTP nodes. Each candidate node sends an ANNOUNCE mes-

sage in which it declares its management priority, its time

source, etc., and the best clock is elected as the “grandmaster”

clock. The leader election algorithm is called “Best Master

Clock” (BMC) algorithm. The elected master clock then

multicasts its accurate timestamp to all of the slave nodes,

using the 2nd layer of the protocol.

The 2nd layer of the protocol consists of the following

messages, as shown in Figure 1:

1) SYNC - The master’s timestamp, broadcast to all PTP

nodes every #seconds

2) DELAY_REQ - A call from a slave to measure the delay

with the master

3) DELAY_RESP - An answer from the master with its

receive timestamp

A. 2-Step sync

Hardware timestamping mechanisms break support for most

cryptographic primitives since encryption or signatures applied

by a higher level in the software stack must happen before the

message is sent. Therefore, the standard defines a notion of

2-step communication, in which a PTP-aware NIC recognizes

the SYNC message, calculates t1 and stores it locally. Then

the software layers query the NIC, obtain t1, and embed its

value in the body of the FOLLOW_UP message (see Figure

1), which enables cryptographic operations to be done on the

FOLLOW_UP message - including the timestamp.

Fig. 1. PTP 2-step message flow. Note the 4 timestamps t1, t2, t3, t4: the
FOLLOW_UP and DELAY_RESP messages carry t1 and t4 to the slave.

B. PTP Annex K

IEEE standard 1588 defines an experimental security exten-

sion in its Annex K. The goals of the security protocol are:

providing group source authentication, message integrity, and

prevention of replay attacks.

The Annex K security protocol is based on a preshared

symmetric key: when a node sends messages to an untrusted

destination node, it first performs a 3-way handshake in which

both sides authenticate to each other using the preshared key.

Every message sent over to a given Security Association (SA)

has an authentication Type-Length-Value (TLV) extension

header, that contains an Integrity Check Value (ICV) that

is calculated over all of the message, including anti-replay

counters.

C. Testing Environment

In our work we used DeterProject’s infrastructure, [2]

and [11], in order to experiment and test our results. The

experimentation was done on the open source linux PTP

daemon, PTPd [22]. We implemented our proposed security

extension on top of the daemon’s 2.3.1.1 version.

III. ATTACK SCENARIOS AND MITIGATIONS

The Precision Time Protocol consists of 3 main protocol

layers:

1) Event messages - Time oriented Messages

2) Best Master Clock Algorithm - grandmaster election

3) Management Layer

In the following subsections we introduce the 3 main arms

races between the protocol’s adversaries, fully described in

[9], and the proposed defense mitigations. Each arms race

corresponds to a different protocol layer, thus covering all of

the protocol’s main layers.

A. Event Messages Attacks

In this subsection we focus on the attack scenarios that

target the time synchronization of the PTP nodes. These types

of attacks have received the majority of security-aware atten-

tion so far, as in [26]. In the following arms race we discuss

our suggested defense mitigations, and show the experimental

results of their deployment.
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Fig. 2. Applicative Sync Spoofing: Between times 0:21 and 0:37 the adversary
is sending hostile SYNC messages, with timestamps of +30 seconds.

1) Applicative Sync Spoofing Attack Scenario:

a) Attack: Send spoofed SYNC messages with hostile

timestamps on behalf of the grandmaster, to a chosen target

node. The targeted node will adopt these hostile timestamps

and will recalibrate itself accordingly. This attack can be

performed by a very weak network adversary.

Figure 2 shows what happens when the attacker sends bogus

SYNC messages; the slave accepts the false timestamps and

sets its clock to the attacker’s chosen time. Once every 5 sec

the legitimate grandmaster’s messages reset the slave back to

the true time. Note that the +30 sec value is illustrative; we

successfully set the clock 20 years back.

b) Mitigations: The major design flaw that enables the

Sync Spoofing attack is the fact that there is no binding

between the PTP entity (the clock ID) and the underlying

network ID. Such a binding would enable the slave node to

overcome the attacks using the following checks:

1) Sending messages to the master’s network address as

derived from its clock ID

2) Checking for a match between the PTP Clock ID and

the network ID and discarding mismatching messages

To do so we suggest to construct the IDs based on the un-

derlying network IDs instead of using IEEE EUI-64 assigned

clock IDs, see details in [9].

2) Network Sync Spoofing Attack Scenario:

a) Attack: A slightly stronger attacker can still deploy

the Sync Spoofing attack: it needs only to spoof the underlying

network addresses too.

b) Mitigations: The adversary is making use of the fact

that the messages from the master to the slave are treated

without session semantics. Although the PTP header defines

the sequenceId field, it’s only used for distinguishing the

messages from one another.

We suggest to extend the standard in the following way:

1) Master originating messages will start with a pseudo-

random sequence ID counter, each message type will

have a separate counter

2) Each counter will be incremented by 1 for each sent

message

3) The slave node will validate a received message’s se-

quence ID, and check that it matches a predefined range

of available ids. The range of counter values acceptable

to the slave is called the Window.

Fig. 3. Phase I: performing a blind window snatching attack on window of
size 50. Sending packets at a rate of 10 pps, the attack goes through 65536/50
(≈ 1300) packets in slightly more than 2 minutes. Phase II: Sync Spoofing.

In addition, the suggested extension can be used to

strengthen the delay/response mechanism of the protocol:

4) Each REQUEST_<X> message will have a pseudo-

random sequence ID, acting as a challenge

In [9] we show that this mitigation indeed blocks both

flavors of the Sync Spoofing attack.

3) Blind Window Snatching Attack Scenario:

a) Attack: The attacker can use two ideas to give him

an advantage: (a) he can transmit much faster than the real

grandmaster, and (b) he can use the defender’s Window against

him. Note that after a valid message is received there is no

need for the slave to wait for the “old” messages, and the

window can be advanced.

Using these ideas, a network adversary can deploy a blind

window snatching attack. In this attack the adversary scans the

sequenceId range (R = [0, 65535]) and sends a message

matching the maximal ID in each window. Once the attacker

“hits” the slave’s window, he will “snatch” it and advance it

fast in each sent message. After this first phase, the target’s

window will wrap-around to 0 and the second phase of the

attack can be performed.

As can be seen in Figure 3, once the adversary “catches”

the target’s session window (at time 1:36), all the master’s

messages fall outside the window, resulting in logged message

drops.

The message complexity of the attack on a target with

sequenceId from range R, a window size of w, and an

original attack with message complexity of K is:

#messages =
|R|

w
+K (1)

b) Mitigation: The blind window snatching attack de-

pends on the rather small 16-bit range R caused by the 2

byte size of sequenceId. We suggest to overcome this

limitation by enlarging the sequenceId field using 2 of the

reserved bytes. An updated header structure and the result of

the mitigation, can be found in [9].

4) Inband Sync Spoofing Scenario:

a) Attack: An insider adversary can also perform the

Sync Spoofing attack described in Section III-A2. The differ-

ence is that the adversary’s position enables him to sniff the
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session “secrets” (sequence numbers), therefore the previous

defenses are ineffective.

b) Mitigation: Because the adversary is In-Band, the

only way to withhold secrets from him is by using a crypto-

graphic solution. While Annex K suggests using a symmetric

key approach, we suggest to utilize a Public-Key cryptographic

solution, that can defend against much stronger (Insider)

attacks as well.

5) PTP Insider Threat:

a) Attack: Assuming Annex K is activated with its

symmetric-key defenses, a hostile PTP node can pretend to

be the master node and initiate the 3-way handshake against

the target slave. By using the legitimate symmetric key, the

handshake will complete successfully resulting in the slave

being fooled to think that the adversary is the legitimate

master node. From now on, the adversary will use the derived

symmetric key to send hostile SYNC messages to his target.

b) Mitigation: This attack scenario addresses a major

flaw in the standard’s Annex K: there is no way to differentiate

between the slave nodes and the master nodes. This leads to

an inherent vulnerability when addressing an insider threat.

Variants of the described attack will work against any other

non-role based defense scheme deployed in the network,

including the use of standard solutions such as IPsec or

MACsec as was suggested in [17].

We suggest a new approach, a role-based solution, that

will prevent a slave node from masquerading as the master

node. The proposed solution makes use of s Public-Key based

cryptography, and is described in full details in Section IV.

B. BMC Attacks

The BMC-chosen grandmaster clock is responsible for the

synchronization of the PTP slave nodes, thus making the BMC

algorithm a desired target for an adversary. In this section we

focus on attack scenarios that target the BMC algorithm itself.

1) Insider Rogue Master Attack Scenario:

a) Attack: A hostile PTP node will propose himself as a

grandmaster candidate by sending fake ANNOUNCE messages

declaring him to be the best clock in the network. This can

easily be done by faking to be a truly magnificent clock: Using

the minimal value for the Priority1 and Priority2

fields; declaring that the clock’s source as ATOMIC_CLOCK;

etc. Annex K, and any symmetric key solution, will fall short

of defending against such a threat. This is due to the fact

that the insiders have the secret keys and can appear as a

convincing grandsmaster.

We implemented and tested this attack. Figure 4 shows the

attack’s effects—note that even after the adversary stops his

attack (at time 0:44), the network continues according to his

hostile time, since the original grandmaster continues to dictate

the adversary’s hostile timestamp to the network.

b) Mitigation: The solution is the same as for the PTP

insider threat (III-A5): using public key cryptography.

C. Management Layer Attacks

The IEEE 1588 standard [10] defines a PTP specific man-

agement format. The format enables the management node

Fig. 4. Rogue Master: An outsider adversary sends ANNOUNCE messages to
nominate himself to be the grandmaster.

to query and update the PTP nodes’ dataset fields, using

GET_<X> and SET_<X> messages. Although the protocol

defines extensive management capabilities, it does not specify

any authentication mechanism.

1) Proxy Grandmaster Attack Scenario:

a) Attack: Even the weakest applicative adversary can

send fake management messages to upgrade a specified PTP

node’s dataset. This dataset improvement will cause the tar-

geted node to win the BMC leader election, thus declaring

him the network’s grandmaster. Once elected, the adversary

will send SET_TIME messages to directly control the target’s

time, thus taking full control of the time of the whole PTP

network.

b) Mitigation: We agree with [18] and recommend to

deprecate the protocol. The management messages can easily

be replaced by a standard SNMP ([25]) implementation that

maintains the Set and Get basic operations and natively

supports authentication.

IV. PROPOSED SECURITY EXTENSION

In this section we describe the details of our cryptographic

defense mechanism, its analysis compared to Annex K and

state of the arts security proposals, and its remaining gaps.

A. Prerequisites and Scope

Our defense scheme assumes the existence of several pre-

requisites:

1) The existence of a management entity

2) A predefined public verification key, distributed to all

PTP nodes

3) Master certificates signed by the management entity

In this paper we focus solely on the PTP header format and

its basic set of messages, our solution can easily be extended

to the rest of the messages. In the described solution the

clock IDs are built in accordance to the underlying network

addresses.

B. Cryptographic Design Choices

We have implemented and demonstrated our cryptographic

solutions. We chose an Edwards-Curve (Ed) based public key

scheme: the EdDSA signing scheme [20], a choice that is

based on 4 main arguments:
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1) Only the authenticity is important

2) Ed schemes make use of relatively short keys

3) Ed schemes make use of relatively short signatures

4) Ed schemes are designed to be faster than other digital

signatures schemes

In our implementation over the open-sourced PTPd, we

integrated an Ed25519 scheme [3], based on the WolfCrypt

library [28]. Using this scheme the size of a signature is

64 bytes, and the size of the public key is 32 bytes, thus

maintaining the rather small size of the original messages.

C. PTP Header Format

Since easing the deployment process was one of our design

goals, we made every effort to keep the protocol’s original

header format. The only extensions we suggest to the header

format were already discussed in Section III-A3b:

1) Using 2 reserved bytes for the enlarged sequenceId

2) Using 1 reserved bit, from the bit flag, marking the use

of the defense scheme

While the enlarged sequenceId enables session-like se-

mantics between the master and the slave, it also acts as a

cryptographic aid: an effective anti-replay counter. By making

the slave check the window validity of this field, and by

incrementing it slowly through the large 32 bit range, the

adversary’s ability to replay a recorded signed message is

practically non-existent.

The second use of the enlarged sequenceId field

is as a challenge-response field. Before the slave sends

a DELAY_REQUEST message, it randomly picks a

sequenceId, therefore generating a challenge to the

grandmaster.

D. Announce message Format

The original design of the IEEE 1588 standard, in which

the ANNOUNCE message wraps together all of the node’s

specifications, is tailor made for distribution of cryptographic

certificates. The required change to the message’s structure is

only the addition of two extension fields, as can be seen in

[9]. Note that the second field is the management’s signature

over all of the ANNOUNCE fields.

Technical Note: During the BMC algorithm, after a slave

validates a master candidate’s certificate once, it needs only

to compare its fields and signature with every newly received

ANNOUNCE message from the same node. Only in case

the certificate parameters change is there a need to actually

perform a cryptographic verification check on it again. This

means that the expectation of the overhead cost in signing and

verifying these messages is practically zero: The management

node needs to sign the certificate once, the master node only

needs to copy it from its configuration, and the slave node

needs only check it once per BMC-elected master.

E. Sync and Follow Up message Format

The SYNC message stayed unchanged in our scheme, due

to the fact that we mandate the FOLLOW_UP message to allow

hardware-based timestamping. The FOLLOW_UP message was

only extended with the signature at its end, a signature that is

calculated over all of the message.

F. Delay request and response

In our implementation we chose to keep the

DELAY_REQUEST and DELAY_RESPONSE message

untouched, i.e., not to sign the DELAY_RESPONSE message.

The main argument against the signing of these mes-

sages, is the rather low benefit one can gain from it. The

sequenceId changes practically closed all attacks from Out-

Of-Band (OOB) adversaries, while even the gap remaining

(inband attacks) can easily be handled by deploying several

sanity thresholds on the received timestamps, as suggested in

[16], [1] and [12].

G. Performance

Our experiments were done using the DeterLab project

environment, on which we used computers with specs of: 4 X

Intel(R) Xeon (R) CPU X3210 @ 2.13Ghz, 4096 Bytes cache.

According to our measurements, the average cost of signing

the FOLLOW_UP message was only 0.41 msec, and the cost of

verifying that message was only 0.17 msec. This means that

even at a high rate of 128 messages per second, suitable for

the telecom profile, the cryptographic work done by the CPU

is negligible.

These positive results show that the lightweight bandwidth

of the PTP protocol makes it unnecessary to use special

hardware for the cryptographic layer, as was suggested in [17]

and implemented in [7].

H. Comparison to Annex K and State of the Art

There is almost no connection between our security proposal

to the original Annex K. The appendix uses a symmetric

cryptographic solution to establish unicast trust relationships

between two PTP nodes. This means that the appendix can

not handle an Insider threat, and is specifically vulnerable to

the attacks described in III-A5 and III-B1.

Our solution overcomes these problems due to its asymmet-

ric nature: we suggest only a one way trust relation: slaves

authenticate the master. Together with authenticated BMC

algorithm, this enables a lightweight multicast solution, that

is specifically tailored to the PTP protocol.

Recalling the 4-Pronged approach of [21] we see that our

security extension has all of the needed qualities, and they are

achieved in a unique way:

• Message integrity - asymmetric signature (EdDSA)

• Anti-Replay - enlarged sequenceId field

• Security association - binding the network identity to the

clock ID, and using the clock ID as the security ID

• Key Distribution - predefined management public key,

and predefined master-candidates certificates

We achieved additional goals, yet to be addressed:

• Node Authorization - signed ANNOUNCE certificates

• Challenge Response - using the sequenceId field, as

a challenge for the delay/resp messages
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And last, we suggest to deploy a standard and secure

management protocol (e.g. SNMP), as a replacement to the

PTP specific management.

I. Remaining Gaps

After ensuring the correctness of the BMC algorithm, the

authenticity of the management functionality and the validity

of the protocol’s timestamps, there are still some remaining

gaps. These remaining gaps are against the 2 all powerful

insider adversaries, and against the In-Band adversary. A

message delay attack will result in the same effect as encoding

the same delay into the message’s timestamp field. Suggested

mitigations against such attack involve the deployment of

multiple network paths, as in [13], [23] and [4], or using a

threshold defense mechanism.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In our work we have shown a detailed threat analysis of

the Precise Time Protocol, including several new attacks and

mitigations. We demonstrated the main vulnerabilities of the

protocol: naive BMC leader election, unverified master times-

tamps, and lack of management authentication. Our analysis

also shows that the protocol’s security Annex K falls short of

handling various threats resulting from an Insider adversary.

We suggest to deprecate the rather complicated security ex-

tension, in favor of our proposed PTP-specific defense scheme.

Instead of moving towards a more complex symmetric-key

cryptographic solution, we propose a public-key-based se-

curity solution specially tailored to the PTP protocol. Our

solution is based on the basic difference between the 2 protocol

roles: grandmaster and ordinary slave, a difference yet to be

addressed by prior state of the art proposals.

We implemented all our attacks and cryptographic solutions

and found that the modified protocol has excellent, practical

performance on standard of-the-shelf computers. We believe

that these additional security countermeasures will help to

provide a complete security extension to the protocol, thus

making the IEEE 1588 standard a more secure and robust

network solution.
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